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ABSTRACT

Context. Gamma-ray burst (GRB) afterglows probe sightlines to star-forming regions in distant star-forming galaxies. Here we present a study of the peculiar afterglow spectrum of the $z = 0.889$ Swift GRB 140506A.

Aims. Our aim is to understand the origin of the very unusual properties of the absorption along the line of sight.

Methods. We analyse spectroscopic observations obtained with the X-shooter spectrograph mounted on the ESO/VLT at two epochs 8.8 h and 33 h after the burst, and with imaging from the GROND instrument. We also present imaging and spectroscopy of the host galaxy obtained with the Magellan telescope.

Results. The underlying afterglow appears to be a typical afterglow of a long-duration GRB. However, the material along the line of sight has imprinted very unusual features on the spectrum. First, there is a very broad and strong flux drop below 8000 Å ($i$-excited He absorption originates from an H$	ext{ii}$-region, whereas the Balmer absorption must originate from an associated photodissociation region. Second, we detect absorption lines from excited H$	ext{ii}$ and He$	ext{i}$. We also detect molecular absorption from CH$^\infty$.

Conclusions. We interpret the unusual properties of these spectra as reflecting the presence of three distinct regions along the line of sight: the excited He$	ext{i}$ absorption originates from an H$	ext{ii}$-region, whereas the Balmer absorption must originate from an associated photodissociation region. The strong metal line and molecular absorption and the dust extinction must originate from a third, cooler region along the line of sight.

The presence of at least three separate regions is reflected in the fact that the different absorption components have different velocities relative to the systemic redshift of the host galaxy.
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1. Introduction

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) have become a powerful tool with which to probe the interstellar medium (ISM) of star-forming galaxies (e.g. Jakobsson et al. 2004b; Prochaska et al. 2007; Fynbo et al. 2009; Krühler et al. 2013). Optical spectroscopy of the afterglows allows the measurement of a wide range of important properties of galaxies such as chemical abundances (Savaglio 2006; Fynbo et al. 2006; Thöne et al. 2013; Sparre et al. 2014), molecular content (Fynbo et al. 2006; Prochaska et al. 2009; Krühler et al. 2013; D’Elia et al. 2014; Friis et al. 2014), and dust extinction (Watson et al. 2006; Li et al. 2008; Eliasdóttir et al. 2009; Prochaska et al. 2009; Perley et al. 2010; Zafar et al. 2011; Schady et al. 2012; De Cia et al. 2013; Covino et al. 2013).

* Based on observations carried out under prog. ID 093.A-0069(B) with the X-shooter spectrograph installed at the Cassegrain focus of the Very Large Telescope (VLT), Unit 2 – Kueyen, operated by the European Southern Observatory (ESO) on Cerro Paranal, Chile. Part of the observation were obtained with Magellan as part of the programme CN2014A-114.

** The reduced spectrum (FITS files) is only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/572/A12

In this paper we present spectroscopic observations of the unusual afterglow of the $z = 0.889$ GRB 140506A. GRB 140506A was detected by Swift on 2014 May 6, 21:07:36 UT (Gompertz et al. 2014). The prompt emission was also detected by the Konus and Fermi satellites (Jenke 2014; Golentskii et al. 2014). The burst was relatively long with a $T_{90}$ duration of 111.1 ± 9.6 s and the temporal profile is characterized by a sharp initial peak with an extended tail (Markwardt et al. 2014). These properties are fully within the range of normal long-duration GRBs, but the GRB optical afterglow has very unusual properties as we will discuss here.

The paper is organized in the following way: in Sect. 2 we present our observations, in Sect. 3 our results and in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5 we offer our discussion of the results and conclusions.

2. Observations

On 2014 May 7, with a mid exposure time of 8.8 h post burst, we acquired a medium-resolution spectrum with the X-shooter spectrograph (Vernet et al. 2011) mounted at the ESO/VLT, covering a range of 300–2300 nm (Fynbo et al. 2014). The spectrum was taken under excellent conditions with a photometric sky and a very good seeing of 0.54 in the $R$ band. The observation was...
The Gamma-Ray burst Optical Near-Infrared Detector (GROND, Greiner et al. 2008) mounted on the MPG 2.2m telescope on La Silla observed the field of GRB 140506A on 2014-05-09, 2014-05-10, and 2014-05-28. A late-time host galaxy observation was carried out on 2014-07-14. Simultaneous photometry was obtained in seven broad-band filters ($g'i'z'$ in the optical and $JHK_s$ in the near-infrared wavelength range) with a total integration time of around 90 min in $g'i'z'$ and 75 min in $JHK_s$ on each visit. We reduced and analysed the data using custom-made software largely based on pyraf/IRAF (Tody 1993), closely following the procedure outlined in Krühler et al. (2008). Photometric calibration was performed against field stars from the 2MASS catalogue (Skrutskie et al. 2006) in the NIR. The photometry of the optical bands was tied to observations of an SDSS (Aihara et al. 2011) standard field taken immediately before the GRB field. We also use these calibration data for the X-shooter acquisition camera and the Magellan/IMACS observations. Details of our photometry are given in Table 1.

Magellan observations were done in the following way. We first obtained a deep image of the field with the f/4 camera on the Inamori-Magellan Areal Camera and Spectrograph (IMACS; Dressler et al. 2011) on the Magellan/Baade 6.5-m telescope. The observation started at 03:04 UT on June 26, 2014 (i.e. 51.5 days after the GRB) and comprised of three unfiltered images with an individual exposure time of 300 s.

After the host galaxy was detected in the combined image, we acquired a spectrum starting 03:47 UT, comprising of six exposures with an individual integration time of 1200 s (see Fig. 1). At the redshift of the GRB, the emission lines lie in the red part of the visual spectrum. To disentangle them from the sky emission lines, we chose an intermediate-resolution grating with 600 lines/mm and a blaze angle of 15.4. For the given configuration, the dispersion is 0.39 Å/pix, the resolving power is about 3600 and the spectral range extends from 6600 Å to 9770 Å. We chose a slit width of $1''2$ to match the seeing conditions. The Magellan data were reduced and calibrated using standard procedures in IRAF (Tody 1993). The extraction aperture had a width of 10 pixels ($2''2$). The spectrum was flux-calibrated with the spectrophotometric standard star Feige 56. The wavelength solution was transformed to vacuum wavelengths.

### Table 1. Photometry of the afterglow and host galaxy from May, June and July 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>UT Start time</th>
<th>Magnitude$^a,b$ (mag)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-shooter</td>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>2014-05-07 05:03</td>
<td>21.40 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-shooter</td>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>2014-05-07 05:19</td>
<td>21.44 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-shooter</td>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>2014-05-07 06:00</td>
<td>21.69 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-shooter</td>
<td>$g'$</td>
<td>2014-05-08 06:00</td>
<td>22.39 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $g'$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2014-05-09 07:18</td>
<td>23.73 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $r'$</td>
<td>2014-05-09 07:18</td>
<td>22.57 ± 0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $i'$</td>
<td>2014-05-09 07:18</td>
<td>22.11 ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $z'$</td>
<td>2014-05-09 07:18</td>
<td>21.82 ± 0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $J$</td>
<td>2014-05-09 07:18</td>
<td>21.09 ± 0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $H$</td>
<td>2014-05-09 07:18</td>
<td>20.88 ± 0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $K_s$</td>
<td>2014-05-09 07:18</td>
<td>20.82 ± 0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $g'$</td>
<td>2014-05-10 09:17</td>
<td>23.86 ± 0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $r'$</td>
<td>2014-05-10 09:17</td>
<td>22.76 ± 0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $i'$</td>
<td>2014-05-10 09:17</td>
<td>22.37 ± 0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $z'$</td>
<td>2014-05-10 09:17</td>
<td>22.16 ± 0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $J$</td>
<td>2014-05-10 09:17</td>
<td>&gt;20.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $H$</td>
<td>2014-05-10 09:17</td>
<td>&gt;20.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $K_s$</td>
<td>2014-05-10 09:17</td>
<td>&gt;19.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $g'$</td>
<td>2014-05-28 04:59</td>
<td>24.71 ± 0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $r'$</td>
<td>2014-05-28 04:59</td>
<td>24.24 ± 0.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $i'$</td>
<td>2014-05-28 04:59</td>
<td>23.66 ± 0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $z'$</td>
<td>2014-05-28 04:59</td>
<td>23.13 ± 0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $H$</td>
<td>2014-05-28 04:59</td>
<td>&gt;21.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $K_s$</td>
<td>2014-05-28 04:59</td>
<td>&gt;20.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMACS white</td>
<td></td>
<td>2014-06-26 03:04</td>
<td>24.27 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $g'$</td>
<td>2014-07-14 03:53</td>
<td>&gt;24.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $r'$</td>
<td>2014-07-14 03:53</td>
<td>24.43 ± 0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $i'$</td>
<td>2014-07-14 03:53</td>
<td>23.70 ± 0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $z'$</td>
<td>2014-07-14 03:53</td>
<td>23.71 ± 0.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $J$</td>
<td>2014-07-14 03:53</td>
<td>&gt;22.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $H$</td>
<td>2014-07-14 03:53</td>
<td>&gt;21.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROND $K_s$</td>
<td>2014-07-14 03:53</td>
<td>&gt;20.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. $^{(a)}$ All photometry is given in the AB system, and is not corrected for Galactic foreground reddening. $^{(b)}$ Upper limits at 3σ confidence level.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Absorption and emission lines

Based on absorption lines from Fe II, Mg II, Ca II, He i* and H1* we infer a redshift of 0.889 for the burst (Fig. 2). This is confirmed by the detection of [OII] emission from the underlying host galaxy (Fig. 2, top right panel, and Fig. 3) redshifted by 30 km s$^{-1}$ relative to the Ca II absorption lines. From the strength of the [OII] we infer a star formation rate (SFR) of $1 M_{\odot}$ yr$^{-1}$ using the relation between [OII] luminosity and SFR in Kennicutt (1998). An SED analysis of the host galaxy based on the host photometry in Table 1 following the procedure in Krühler et al. (2011) yields that the host appears to be a typical GRB host with a stellar mass of $\sim 10^9 M_{\odot}$, $A_V \sim 1$ and with a dust-corrected SFR of a few solar masses per year. As seen in Fig. 1 the host is also detected in the Magellan white light image.
The Magellan spectrum is unfortunately hampered by strong pick-up noise. We detect the [OII] emission line at low signal-to-noise ratio (≤3σ), but no other lines are securely detected.

HeI* and Balmer line absorption has to our knowledge never been detected before in a GRB optical afterglow spectrum. The measured equivalent widths (EWs) of the main absorption and emission lines are provided in Table 2. The ratio between the EWs of the HeI*,10833 and HeI*,3889 lines is 4.6 ± 0.5. The expected ratio for unsaturated lines from atomic physics is 23.3 indicating significant saturation of at least the HeI*,10833 line. There is evidence for variability of the strength of the Balmer absorption lines. We suspect that this is due to blending with the underlying host emission lines for the following reasons. Firstly, in Table 2 we give the EWs of the [OII] doublet showing that the change in the EWs of emission lines easily are strong enough to cause such an effect. Secondly, the estimated strength of the Balmer emission lines given the SFR would be strong enough. Finally, in the second epoch spectrum there is evidence for Hα emission (see the lower left panel of Fig. 2). Unfortunately Hα is located on a sky line and our

The Magellan spectrum is not deep enough so we need a deeper spectrum of the host to be certain about this interpretation of the Balmer line variability.

Finally, we also detect an absorption line consistent with the 4233 Å line from CH. There is also a weaker feature consistent with the 3958 Å line. We do not detect absorption from CH. In the MW CH* is sometimes stronger than CH (e.g. Smoker et al. 2014) so the detection of CH* and nondetection of CH is not unexpected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>EW1 (Å)</th>
<th>EW2 (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FeII,12600</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>2.9 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgII,2796</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgII,2830</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.5</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeI*,13889</td>
<td>1.13 ± 0.11</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaII,3934</td>
<td>2.10 ± 0.11</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaII,3969</td>
<td>1.91 ± 0.11</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hα</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.05</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hδ</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hγ</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hβ</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hα</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>–4.7 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeI*,10833</td>
<td>5.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>4.9 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH,4227</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[OII]</td>
<td>−1.59 ± 0.13</td>
<td>−3.3 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. The peculiar SED

The spectral energy distribution (SED) is very unusual (Fig. 4); in the NIR and red part of the VIS arm the X-shooter spectrum looks like a typical GRB afterglow, i.e., a power-law spectrum. Then it breaks around 8000 Å (rest frame 4000 Å) and vanishes in the UVB. In Fig. 4 we show the UVB spectrum at $\lambda_{\text{obs}} < 4000$ Å binned more heavily with red points with error bars. These points indicate a rising trend in the bluest end of the spectra, especially in the second epoch. The flux level in this bluest region of the spectrum is so low (~25 mag on the AB system) that the host galaxy flux is likely to contribute a large fraction of the detected emission. This is clear from Fig. 4 where it can be seen that the flux density of the host galaxy continuum (as traced by the late time GROND photometry shown in orange) is very similar to the flux density in the bluest part of the X-shooter spectra (as shown with red points). However, without more information about the strength of the host emission below 4000 Å it is not possible to judge with certainty whether afterglow emission contributes significantly to the X-shooter spectra below ~4000 Å in the observed frame.

We also reanalysed the imaging data from UVOT. The UVOT photometry shows detections of the afterglow securely in white light and in the $U$, $B$ and $V$ filters (see also Siegel & Gompertz 2014) during the first few hours after the burst. There is also a tentative detection (2.8$\sigma$) in the $UVW1$ band, but only during the first ten minutes after the burst. Overall, the UVOT photometry is consistent with the shape of the SED inferred from the first epoch X-shooter spectrum.

It is important to stress that the X-shooter spectra were taken in excellent conditions so the flux drop in the blue is intrinsic to the event and is not caused by slit-loss. In the following we explore different possible interpretations of this peculiar SED.

3.2.1. A giant 2175-Å extinction bump

The location of the flux-drop is in the rest-frame ultraviolet and it is therefore natural to explore whether this can be an extreme example of the 2175 Å extinction bump known from the Milky Way and also previously seen in GRB afterglow spectra (Ellison et al. 2006; Fynbo et al. 2007; Krühler et al. 2008; Elíasdóttir et al. 2009; Prochaska et al. 2009; Zafar et al. 2011). This feature is ubiquitous in the MW and in M31. It is also present along sightlines in the LMC and at least one sightline in the SMC (see the extensive discussion of this extinction feature in Elfasdóttir et al. 2009).

The flux drop can be well matched by a Fitzpatrick & Massa (2007) parametrization of the extinction curve except in the bluest region below ~4000 Å. An example is plotted with a solid line in Fig. 4 with these parameters: $c_1 = 1.0$, $c_2 = 0.8$, $c_3 = 115.0$, $c_4 = 0.46$, $c_5 = 5.9$, $\gamma = 2.75$, $R_V = 3.1$, $x_c = 4.6$, $A_V = 0.9$. We here assume that the intrinsic spectrum is a power-law $F_\nu \propto \nu^{\beta}$, with $\beta = 0.75$ as derived from the XRT spectrum ($\beta = 0.75 \pm 0.07$) and with a $\Delta \beta = 0.5$ break between the X-rays and optical bands. For consistency we have verified that the afterglow lightcurve in the optical and X-ray bands are consistent with a scenario where the cooling break is located between the optical and X-ray bands. The extinction bump is characterized by $c_3$ and $\gamma$. Fitzpatrick & Massa (2007) introduce the bump height $E_{\text{bump}} = c_3/\gamma^2$ and along Milky Way (MW) sightlines $E_{\text{bump}}$ and $\gamma$ are in the range 1–6 and 0.8–1.5, respectively. For GRB 140506A the values are 15 and 2.75, i.e., both are much larger than what is seen along any sightline in the MW.

Table 3. Results from Voigt-profile fitting to the lines in the first epoch spectrum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>$z$</th>
<th>$v$ (km/s)</th>
<th>$b$ (km/s)</th>
<th>$\log N$ (log cm$^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H I *</td>
<td>0.88902</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>8.5 ± 1.5</td>
<td>13.96 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He I *</td>
<td>0.88904</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>18.5 ± 3.4</td>
<td>13.39 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca II</td>
<td>0.88911</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.5 ± 8.0</td>
<td>12.07 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca I</td>
<td>0.88911</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.5 ± 8.0</td>
<td>14.45 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To derive column densities we have carried out Voigt-profile fits of the Balmer, He I *, Ca II, Ca I, and CH + lines. The results of these fits are provided in Table 3. To obtain acceptable fits we have to adopt different velocity centroids for the calcium and CH + lines ($z = 0.88911$), the Balmer lines ($z = 0.88902$) and the excited helium ($z = 0.88904$). The uncertainties on the redshifts are 0.00002 so the last two redshifts are marginally consistent. We then tie the Doppler parameters of lines at the same redshifts together and obtain $b = 16.5 ± 8.0$ km/s$^{-1}$ for calcium and CH +, $b = 8.5 ± 1.5$ km/s$^{-1}$ for the Balmer, and $b = 18.5 ± 3.4$ km/s$^{-1}$ for the helium lines respectively. These fits assume a single component per ion/molecule.

For the very strong Ca II (λ3934, 3969) transitions, in principle, many components with a low column density that are not seen in the weaker lines could contribute to the observed line shape. In an attempt to resolve this ambiguity between total column density and number of components, we fitted the Ca II in such a way that the total number of components was a free parameter in the fit until adding more components did not provide an improvement in the fit statistics. For five unresolved components, for example, the total Ca II column density would be $\log(N/cm^{-2}) = 16.5 ± 0.3$. Fits with a fixed number of components (between one and ten) return column densities between $\log(N/cm^{-2}) \sim 15.8$ and $\log(N/cm^{-2}) \sim 17.0$. Given the medium resolution of X-shooter and moderate signal-to-noise of our spectra, we cannot make stronger statements on the column density of Ca II.

Voigt profiles fits to the second epoch spectrum return within errors consistent results except for the Balmer lines (see also Table 2). Because of the lower signal-to-noise of the second epoch spectrum, however, it does not add substantial extra constraints on the fits. The decreasing equivalent width of the Balmer lines in absorption is likely caused by an increasing contribution of the Balmer lines in emission from the host galaxy.

We have searched for Diffuse Interstellar Bands (e.g. Xiang et al. 2011), but we do not detect any of these above detection limits of $\geq 300$ mÅ (3$\sigma$).
For comparison we also overplot with a dotted line a Pei (1992) parametrization of the MW extinction curve. Here we have assumed the same underlying power-law spectrum and $A_V = 0.8$. As seen it is here impossible to match the depth and width of the bump. This illustrates well how different the 2175 Å bump has to be from that of the MW.

3.2.2. Extinction with multiple scattering

The extinction feature is also similar to what is seen in rare cases of reddened supernovae and active galactic nuclei (Fynbo et al. 2013; Leightly et al. 2014; Amanullah et al. 2014). These systems have been successfully modelled with the prescription for multiple scattering of light discussed in Wang (2005) and Goobar (2008). The point is here that if the mean free path for dust scattering is smaller than the spatial extent of the dust cloud, the photon propagation is diffusive and the normal single scattering approximation is invalid. The dashed line in Fig. 4 shows a simple model based on this diffusive photon propagation described by the parameters $\gamma = 0.65$, $p = -2.5$ and $a = 0.8$, which are the relevant parameters for multiple scattering in the case of an underlying LMC-like extinction curve (Goobar 2008). It is not possible to get a good fit with the parameters relevant for an SMC-like extinction curve ($a = 1.0$, $p = -1.07$; Goobar, priv. comm.).

Strictly, the approximation described in Goobar (2008) assumes an isotropically emitting source. As the emission from the GRB afterglow is jetted the details of the effect most likely will be different. It is beyond the scope of the present work to develop a more detailed model of the effective extinction curve in the case of multiple scattering for a jetted source.

3.2.3. SED variation

The shape of the flux drop in the blue end of the spectrum changes between the two epochs. In the lower panel of Fig. 4 we overplot the modelling of multiple scattering from the first epoch on the spectrum of the second epoch which shows the change. The shape of the second epoch spectrum is generally similar to the spectrum from the first epoch, but the flux drop occurs at slightly bluer wavelengths. We also overplot on the second epoch spectrum the GROND photometry from about 57 h after the burst indicating an even weaker flux drop at this time.

A contributing cause to this is SED variation could be a changing relative contribution from the underlying host galaxy, but as the host galaxy only contributes 5 and 16% of the total light in the $r$-band (see Table 1) the host galaxy emission is insufficient to explain the full variation. We return to this point below.

4. Discussion

4.1. Origin and variability of the flux drop

The most remarkable property of the afterglow spectrum is the strong, apparently variable flux drop bluewards of about 8000 Å in the observer frame. Whereas some of the variation of the shape of the flux drop may be explained by an increasing host contribution, in particular from the second epoch spectrum to the GROND photometry the following night, the host is too faint
at 24.4 mag in the \( r \) band to explain the variation between our two spectroscopic epochs (see afterglow magnitudes in Table 1). More specifically, we concluded this by establishing that the second epoch spectrum cannot be reproduced by a linear combination of the first epoch spectrum and a host galaxy model matching the GROND host photometry.

Whatever causes the blue drop, it has a high optical depth; the most likely cause of variation of the blue feature from 8 h to 33 h is then variation of that optical depth perpendicular to the line of sight, combined with a significant growth of the emitting area we see, as explored for GRB 021004 by Starling et al. (2005). To illustrate this, we use the standard expressions for the expansion of the GRB blast wave in the pre-jet break phase (e.g. Wijers & Galama 1999; Zhang & Mészáros 2004). Since material close to the GRB will be severely affected by its radiation, we assume the absorber is many parsecs from the explosion and does not interact with the blast wave. This is consistent with distances inferred from variable fine-structure lines for other bursts (e.g. Vreeswijk et al. 2007; D’Elia et al. 2007; Vreeswijk et al. 2011; De Cia et al. 2012). The X-ray and UV afterglow may destroy dust out to ~100 pc, but this is not always the case as discussed in Fruchter et al. (2001). Because of the blast wave slowing down, relativistic beaming decreases strongly and we see the emitting area expanding: its size scales as \((\gamma c t)^2\), and since in this phase \(\gamma \propto t^{-3/8}\), as \(t^{7/4}\). Between 8 h and 33 h it therefore expands by about a factor of 6. The fraction of flux that penetrates the absorber near the centre of the feature is at most 5–10% at both epochs. This means that the absorber is big enough still to cover at least 90% of the emitting region at the second epoch, or it is even bigger and the transmitted fraction merely indicates that the optical depth is a few, so a small percentage of the light filters through. The blueward shift of the turnover could either indicate a decrease in average optical depth of the absorber while the area illuminated by the photosphere grows or, less likely, some light reaching us unabsorbed via a small fraction of holes in the absorber.

The alternative explanation of an extreme 2175-Å bump appears less likely as a similar strong bump is not observed anywhere in the MW (Fitzpatrick & Massa 2007).

We note that Fynbo et al. (2009) report an unexplained flux drop in the blue of the afterglow of GRB 070318. This event is discussed in more detail in Watson (2009). This flux drop can also be well reproduced by the Goobar (2008) multiple scattering scenario.

We note that steep UV extinction, albeit less extreme than what we see here, is also seen towards the MW bulge, the central region of M 31 and towards several AGN (e.g. Fynbo et al. 2013; Nataf et al. 2013; Jiang et al. 2013; Dong et al. 2014; Leighly et al. 2014).

### 4.2. Absorption lines

The metal lines detected in the spectrum are strong, but not unusually strong for a GRB afterglow. The line-strength parameter defined in de Ugarte Postigo et al. (2012) is \(-0.11 \pm 0.15\), which implies average line-strengths compared to the sample of Fynbo et al. (2009).

In contrast to this, the absorption lines from excited hydrogen and helium are very unusual. To our knowledge, they have never been detected before in a GRB afterglow spectrum and they are not detected in the composite afterglow spectrum presented in Christensen et al. (2011) down to a limit of about 80 mA for \(H_β\) and He I \(λ 3889\) (3σ). We have explored whether the population of the excited states of H and He can be explained by the GRB afterglow UV photons exciting a neutral absorption cloud at a distance of 50–500 pc away from the burst. Such an UV pumping model can naturally explain the observations of excited states of ions such as Fe II and Ni II observed along several GRB sightlines (Prochaska et al. 2006; Vreeswijk et al. 2007; D’Elia et al. 2007). We closely follow the methodology of Vreeswijk et al. (2013), which includes both excitation and ionization of the relevant ions (H and He in this case) and a solar helium abundance is assumed. Varying the distance and the initial neutral hydrogen column density over a reasonable range, we find that the population of the excited state of H does not reach above \(10^{11}\) atoms cm\(^{-2}\), while the observed value is almost \(10^{14}\) cm\(^{-2}\). For He I* the difference is less dramatic, but the modelled population is still at least a factor of 10 below the observed value. Therefore, we conclude that excitation by GRB afterglow photons of a nearby neutral absorber is not a viable explanation for the presence of the Balmer and He I* absorption lines.

It might be that a dense absorber is situated close to the GRB, and is being ionized by it (see also Lazzati & Perna 2002; Prochaska et al. 2008; Krongold & Prochaska 2013). In many astrophysical environments, including quasars and AGN, He I* is populated by recombination, rather than pumping (see e.g. Leighly et al. 2011, for a quasar application). In that case, we would expect to see He I* only if sufficient He + could recombine to the \(n = 2\) level after the GRB. The timescale for recombination to the triplet state for helium is \(\sim 1.5 \times 10^7\) years, and hence even for very high densities \(n\) it is difficult to understand how the observed column densities can be achieved before the time of the first X-shooter spectrum.

A third explanation is that the sightline happens to intersect a region in the host galaxy with the observed column densities, caused by an ionizing source different from the GRB, e.g. a massive star or cluster of stars (see also Watson et al. 2013; Krongold & Prochaska 2013). Absorption lines from excited He I* are detected in the ISM of young clusters in the Milky Way. The lines are here formed in the H II region around the hot stars. The EW of the He I* \(λ 3889\) line measured in the interstellar clouds in front of the Trapezium in Orion is 0.12 Å (Oudmaijer et al. 1997). The strength of the He I* \(λ 3889\) line towards GRB 140506A is hence 5 times stronger than that seen towards the Trapezium in Orion. The EW of the He I* \(λ 10833\) line is not given in Oudmaijer et al. (1997), but judging from their Fig. 6 it is 3–5 times higher than for the He I* \(λ 3889\) line, i.e. a similar ratio to what we see. Evans et al. (2005) report that He I* \(λ 3889\) is seen towards many stars in their study of three clusters (NGC 6611, NGC 3293 and NGC 4755) that still contain O and B stars, but with large spatial variations. In addition, the strong absorption often detected in the X-ray afterglows of GRBs has been argued to originate from ionized helium in the natal H II of the GRB progenitor star (Watson et al. 2013).

To explore this scenario we have performed photoionization modelling using Cloudy (Ferland et al. 2013) roughly appropriate for a large H II region and accompanying photo-dissociation region (PDR) illuminated by a star cluster. We used a spectral energy distribution consisting of a 5 Myr starburst (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) with added soft X-ray emission to approximate the the emission of the O stars (Sciorrito et al. 1990). We assumed constant pressure, and used solar abundances with no dust. We found that we were able to easily reproduce the observed He I* column density in the H II region of illuminated gas slab, as expected, provided that the ionization parameter was high enough (e.g. Leighly et al. 2011). The Balmer absorption
occurred in the partially ionized zone/photodissociation region beyond the Strömgren sphere. The Balmer absorption can only be matched if there is a very high density at the illuminated face, around $\log n/cm^{-3} = 7.75$ corresponding to $\log n/cm^{-3} \sim 8.25$ in the Balmer-line absorbing gas; when the density is high, Lyman-$\alpha$ scattering populates the first excited state in hydrogen. These values are much higher than typical for Galactic H II regions ($n \sim 10^{3} cm^{-3}$), but such densities are found, e.g. in ultra compact H II regions (Churchwell 2002) and photodissociation regions (Hollenbach & Tielens 1997). The separation between the location of the absorption for the different ions explains the different line widths.

The possible absorption line from CH* is strong, but given the correlation with the hydrogen column density seen in the MW (Smoker et al. 2014, their Fig. 3) it is not unreasonably strong given the very large hydrogen column densities typically probed by GRB sightlines (Jakobsson et al. 2006; Fynbo et al. 2009).

### 4.3. Implications for dark GRBs

It is intriguing that if this afterglow had been located at a more typical redshift of $z \sim 2$ the flux drop would have been located in the observed J band and the burst would have been extremely dark in the observed optical band despite being located behind J in the observed i zone, and the extinction is caused by a very dense distribution in the Balmer-line absorbing gas; when the density is high, given the very large hydrogen column densities typically seen, e.g. strong calcium absorption and absorption from CH

It is somewhat uncomfortable that the two peculiarities of the sightline towards GRB 140506A do not seem to have a common explanation, but to the best of our judgement this is how the situation seems to be. Whatever the correct interpretation of the steep UV extinction is, it is promising that the phenomenon apparently is seen in several other types of objects, i.e. AGN (Fynbo et al. 2013; Jiang et al. 2013; Leighly et al. 2014), SNe (Goobar 2008; Amanullah et al. 2014) and towards the centre of M31 (Dong et al. 2014). The outlook for a definitive solution to the mystery is hence good.
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